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Introduction 
 

Good morning. It is a pleasure and an 
honor to be with you today. I particularly want 
to thank Carlos Burundarena, Managing 
Director BCS, for inviting me today to this 
prestigious conference.   

President John F. Kennedy declared to 
Americans, “Ask not what your country can do 
for you—ask what you can do for your country.”   

 
In too many countries we see politicians, 

officials and business people asking, “What can 
my country do for me?” 

 
I will speak today about corruption: the 

abuse of public office for personal gain. The 
crime of corruption is universal – no country can 
claim clean hands.  
 
            My call on everyone today is to be 
inspired by Kennedy’s words, become 
constructive citizens here in Argentina and 
beyond. At stake is the security and prosperity of 
your country.  

In 1993, when a small group of friends 
came together to establish Transparency 
International, the first global non-governmental 
anti-corruption organization, we had the good 
fortune of meeting and partnering with Luis 
Moreno Ocampo. He had already started an anti-

corruption group here in Argentina, Poder 
Ciudadano. He was an inspiration to all of us. So 
too have been his courageous successors. I am 
so delighted to be here at this conference with 
Dr. Delia Ferreira Rubio, who recently headed 
Poder Ciudadano and who serves on the 
international board of directors of Transparency 
International.  

 
Our cause was further inspired by 

another wonderful Latin American, Nobel Peace 
Prize winner Oscar Arias, former president of 
Costa Rica, who on opening Transparency 
International’s first office in Berlin, Germany, in 
1993, said the public is increasingly angry about 
corruption, “Corruption that humiliates the poor 
who must bribe small officials for minimal 
services; corruption that bankrupts the honest 
trader; corruption that empowers unscrupulous 
captains of commerce and their partners, 
dishonest politicians; corruption which spreads 
like cancer to kill all that is decent in society.’’   
 
Challenging Complacency 
 

‘Constructive citizenship’ is a phrase 
that has been used in a range of contexts, but I 
came across it once more in a recent article by 
New York Times writer Thomas Friedman, who 
was analyzing the tensions in our complicated 
world of order and disorder. As individuals we 
may often feel unable to influence global events, 
but we can indeed seek to be constructive 
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players within our own communities and 
countries. 
 

A few years ago, I was at a dinner of 
Latin American bankers in Mexico City and the 
guest speaker was the Peruvian author and 
Nobel Prize winner Mario Vargas Llosa. He 
devoted much of his talk to corruption. He 
talked of Latin American countries with 
enormous human and economic potential that 
are held back because of corruption. He told his 
audience that as business leaders they needed to 
become actively involved in tackling the single 
largest ally of corrupt officials – public 
complacency.  

 
Too many people believe that they 

cannot end the tyranny of systems that grant to 
the powerful impunity from prosecution and so 
enable them to treat the public treasuries of their 
nations as their personal bank accounts. Public 
complacency is what corrupt officials count on 
as they abuse the public trust. 

 
The world is changing – Argentina must 

change as well.  Forces to end complacency, to 
say no to impunity and no to corruption are 
gathering and they are on the right side of 
history. They are forces that, above all, are being 
promoted by young people who want to be 
optimistic, who want to end the cronyism that 
dominates their nations and who embrace 
transparency in all its forms.  

 
Yet, why should things be different? 

The answer rests in the fact that over the last 20 
to 30 years the world has changed in 
revolutionary ways. Now, as never before, the 
train heading for open and decent government is 
on the tracks and gaining speed. If you do not 
see it coming you will be shocked and surprised. 
If you have the wisdom to see where it is going, 
then it is time that you jumped on board.  
 
Radical Transformations 
 

For example, the historic balance in 
many countries where there was essentially just 
two economic/social classes is eroding rapidly. 
There were just the rich and the poor, but a 
middle class has been growing fast. Between 

1995 and 2011, according to World Bank data, 
the share of Latin America’s population in 
absolute poverty fell from 26.3% to 13.3% in 
2011. 2011 was the first year that more people in 
Latin America were classified as being middle 
class than being in poverty.   

 
Some countries have done better than 

others. But the rising middle-class is 
increasingly educated, increasingly sensitive of 
its political rights and increasingly determined to 
create economic opportunities for itself.  

 
I believe that this rising middle class is 

increasingly angry as well about corruption. In 
time, perhaps sooner than many of you think, the 
political forces unleashed by this middle class 
will shake the complacency about corruption 
that is still too widespread. 
 

Over the last two to three decades there 
have been remarkable fundamental changes in 
finance, in business competition, in media 
technology, in civil society organization, and in 
the global fight against corruption – the 
combination of these changes will bring major 
positive changes to what I call the war on 
corruption.  
 
Finance 

 
Again, as I did when I visited Buenos 

Aires in the 1980s, I read the headlines of yet 
another international financial debacle. 

 
Let me take you back to 1986. The good 

news was that Argentina defeated West 
Germany in the final of the world cup by 3 goals 
to 2.  At that same time, President Raoul 
Alfonsin was striving to create a new political 
era of democracy. The challenge as everyone 
one of you knows so well was enormous.  

 
The bad news was that as he worked to 

create new foundations for democracy, so 
Argentina faced a huge external debt crisis and 
an annual inflation rate of over 80%.  

 
At that time, the privately held 

sovereign debt of Argentina was almost totally 
in the hands of a large number of banks across 
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North America and Western Europe. These were 
the days long before sovereign wealth funds and 
private equity firms and hedge funds of the 
kinds we see today.  

 
In the 1980s, rescheduling sovereign 

debt called on the skill of the International 
Monetary Fund, the U.S. government and central 
bank, and a few global banking leaders. This 
was the framework that Nicholas Brady had to 
work with when, as U.S. Secretary of the 
Treasury, he could formulate a plan that would 
securitize the debts of Latin countries and offer 
them opportunities to rebuild, to deepen their 
new democratic institutions, pave the way for 
growth and restore capital market access. 

 
By 2002, when Argentina defaulted, the 

world of finance had radically altered. Now, the 
creditors consisted of thousands of individuals 
across the world and a huge diversity of 
financial institutions, from pens ion funds to 
hedge funds. The influence of the IMF was a 
shadow of what it was in the 1980s. The ability 
of the U.S. central bank or the White House to 
influence a restructuring behind the scenes was 
minimal.  

 
What that default told us was that a new 

system for debt restructuring was needed. The 
Argentina default opened the door for the 
introduction in future sovereign bond issuance 
of collective action clauses that ensure that if a 
deal is done with the overwhelming majority of 
creditors, then no small group of holdouts could 
cause trouble. Had these clauses existed in 2002 
in Argentina’s bonds, then you would not have 
the current situation where, in effect, the 
demands of the holdouts have contributed to yet 
another default.  

 
I cannot tell you how today’s crisis in 

Argentina will end, or what the right technical 
result should be. But, let there be no doubt, that 
the longer the battle continues between the 
government of Argentina on the one side and a 
United States court ruling on the other side, then 
so long will the people of Argentina suffer, the 
economy will be damaged and everyone will be 
a loser.  

The government of Argentina needs to 
end the name-calling and call for compromise 
through negotiations and arbitration.   

 
Argentina needs to learn from the 

experiences of so many other countries that 
defaulted and then returned to stability and 
capital market access.  
 

Securing the trust of investors across the 
world is now an absolute number one priority 
for the managers of national finances, be they in 
Greece or in Spain, or in Mexico or in South 
Korea – all countries that understand well the 
power of the open, very fast moving financial 
markets of today – markets that move far faster 
than ever before and are moved by new 
information that comes across computer screens 
from any and all corners of the globe. 

 
Integrity in public financial management 

has always been necessary, but never more so 
than today. Those who do not respect the need to 
build trust in the markets will be those whose 
access is restricted in those markets.  
 
Business Competition 

 
The issue of integrity and trust applies 

increasingly to every aspect of trade and 
business competition and to economic policy. 
Our world is more globalized than ever and 
destined to become still more integrated. 
According to research by McKinsey: “Flows of 
goods, services, and finance reached $26 trillion 
in 2012, or 36 percent of global GDP, 1.5 times 
the level in 1990. Now, one in three goods 
crosses national borders, and more than one-
third of financial investments are international 
transactions.” 

 
McKinsey suggests that, “In the next 

decade, global flows could triple, powered by 
rising prosperity and participation in the 
emerging world and by the spread of the Internet 
and digital technologies. Our scenarios show 
that global flows could reach $54 trillion to $85 
trillion by 2025, more than double or triple their 
current scale.” 
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If Argentina’s economy is to grow at 
sustained rates in line with your country’s 
potential, then it must become more engaged in 
global trade and investment and more open to 
foreign competition. More of your businesses, in 
order to grow, will need to move from 
traditional bank financing to access the capital 
markets.  

 
This month a company that was first 

founded just 15 years ago will raise more money 
in an initial public offering in the United States 
market than any company in history. Remember 
the name Jack Ma, the Chinese founder and the 
company he runs, Alibaba. As a result of the 
market launch this company could be worth 
$150 billion. Chinese entrepreneurs have 
understood the world of modern, cross-border, 
capital markets as the key to growth – have 
companies in Argentina also learned this, or are 
they just being left behind?  

 
We have seen a dramatic revolution in 

capital flows to many emerging markets over the 
last three decades. Those countries that have 
failed to attract formidable foreign capital 
inflows are those that have failed to build trust. 
We have seen how mutual funds across the 
world watch the stock markets of even small 
developing countries and are constantly 
searching to invest in good emerging market 
companies.  But for investors like this the need 
is for opportunities where governance standards 
encourage trust.  

 
Families cannot continue to dominate 

firms, keep all business activities and balance 
sheets secret, and yet also seek to grow by 
accessing international capital markets. Majority 
corporate shareholders need to increasingly 
respect minority shareholder rights. This 
demands rising levels of transparency in 
corporations.  

 
If you want to expand and join the 

global tide of business development, then you 
cannot look to your own government and state 
enterprises to lead, you must stand up, be seen to 
be accountable, be seen as a leader. It might be 
uncomfortable at first, but ask yourself: surely, 
something very fundamental has to change here 

in Argentina if businesses are to become truly 
competitive. 

 
If you want foreign investors in your 

companies then you must convince them that 
your business is run honestly. If you want to 
invest and expand in China, and in increasing 
numbers of other countries, then you will find it 
increasingly important to play by open and 
honest rules. There are actions being taken today 
in many countries against foreign firms that only 
a few years ago would have been unthinkable. 

 
For example, Mercedes and BMW have 

recently been told by the Chinese authorities to 
lower their prices because they are seen to be 
exploiting the market with hugely inflated 
pricing. GKN, the giant pharmaceutical firm 
faces many charges of corruption in China now. 
J.P. Morgan Chase, the largest bank in the 
United States, is being investigated in China for 
striving to influence the most senior government 
officials by placing their sons and daughters on 
the bank’s payroll.  

 
In an increasingly globalized world, 

there is an increasingly powerful business case 
to be made for companies to raise their 
governance and integrity standards. Modern 
corporations today do not just have corporate 
ethics codes posted in the corporate reception 
area, but they walk the talk: they train their 
staffs to be compliant with rules and regulations; 
they protect whistle-blowers, rather than firing 
them; they respect the rights of every worker; 
they create a value-chain inside their enterprises 
that is the key to building productivity and a 
powerful work ethic. And, it is the key to fight 
corruption.  

 
The Age of Transparency 

 
 The pressure on companies to institute 
high governance standards and to act with 
integrity has increased dramatically as a result of 
yet another radical transformation of recent 
decades – the technology revolution.  
 

We have rushed in 30 years from the 
telex machine to the fax machine, to the Internet 
and e-mail and a revolution in global 
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communications and networking was born. We 
have rushed in an even shorter span of time from 
the typewriter to the bulky computer workstation 
to the laptop computer and on to the iPad and 
the iPhone and this week, perhaps, the iWatch.  

 
Now, no government, however ruthless, 

can prevent its citizens from accessing 
international news and information. And 
information is power.  

 
News and information about business 

dealings is no less universal. More major global 
corporations, including banks, have been 
prosecuted by the U.S. Department of Justice for 
foreign corruption and money laundering crimes 
in the last few years than ever before. The 
reason is simple: the authorities have found 
increasingly sophisticated ways to track 
information that enterprises used to consider 
secure. The hard drives of computers have 
become open books to the investigators. 
International e-mail traffic is the follow-the-
money course pursued by every official 
investigator tracking money laundering.  

 
For years, for example, BNP Paribas, 

the largest bank in France and the 11th largest 
bank in the world, assisted clients from Sudan – 
a country whose government has perpetrated 
massive ethnic killings - to acquire billions of 
dollars of U.S. dollar assets in explicit violation 
of U.S. sanctions against Sudan.  

 
BNP maintained the Sudanese accounts 

in its office in Geneva, Switzerland, where its 
executives carefully hid the real identity of the 
owners of the accounts so that the funds could 
be used to make deposits in U.S. dollars. The 
U.S. authorities warned the bank, but it 
continued its criminal activity because it 
underestimated the real power of today’s age of 
transparency. 

 
In early July of this year, BNP pleaded 

guilty to U.S. charges, paid a fine of almost $9 
billion and agreed to sanctions on some of its 
U.S. activities. Meanwhile, another global bank, 
Standard Chartered, which had violated U.S. 
sanction laws on behalf of clients from Iran and 
paid a fine in 2013, failed to stop its executives 

from continuing to allow what came to be called 
“suspicious transactions” for clients in the 
Middle East. So in August of this year Standard 
Chartered had to pay another fine and agree to 
close the accounts of these clients, so potentially 
damaging its business standing in some parts of 
the Middle East.  
 

Never before have the risks of being 
caught and prosecuted been greater to 
corporations that seek to bribe foreign 
government officials or who seek to launder 
cash. As the technologies powering information 
systems become still better – and they will – so 
the bribe-paying corporations will have fewer 
and fewer places to hide.  

 
And, so too will the politicians and 

officials who take the bribes. From Beijing to 
Brasilia to Chicago, high-level politicians are 
being put on trial as criminals for extorting 
bribes and taking bribes. These cases would not 
be possible, in large measure, without the power 
of new information technologies that are vastly 
improving the effectiveness of investigative 
journalists and public prosecutors. 

 
Civil Society Dynamics 
 
 The final transformative development 
that I want to mention this morning that we have 
seen over the last couple of decades relates to 
civil society. In the age of the telex and the fax 
and the landline telephone the time it took for 
civil society organizations to build, to reach out, 
to undertake campaigns, especially international 
campaigns, was formidable.  
 
 The Internet changed all this. We found 
as we started Transparency International in 1993 
that communicating was slow and expensive, but 
within a couple of years we were into e-mail and 
suddenly we could instantly reach like-minded 
people across the world.  Our ability to expand 
and organize exploded. Today, Transparency 
International has national chapters in 100 
countries and they are constantly in 
communications, exchanging knowledge, 
joining together in campaigns, sharing the latest 
news, inspiring each other and reaching out. 
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 And over the last 15 years there has 
been enormous growth of civil society 
organizations in dozens of countries that are 
dedicated to civil rights and human rights, to 
open government, to a sustainable environment 
and to anti-corruption. And all of us in these 
organizations are striving to shake the 
complacency of the general public and speak 
truth to power.  
 
 Our journey has not been in vain. Over 
the last 20 years since Transparency 
International was founded we have seen 
exceptional changes on the stage of anti-
corruption, in addition to building a very large 
global network of national chapters.  
 

- Where once there were just a handful of 
anti-corruption scholars, now there are 
large numbers doing very constructive 
research across the world; 

 
- In 1993, there was not a single 

governmental international anti-corruption 
convention. Now there are many and a 
framework of trans-global laws that creates 
the architecture for our endeavors. Our 
focus now is no longer primarily on 
establishing the conventions and the laws; 
it is on enforcement and implementation. 
 

- In 1993, not a single Latin American 
political leader had been prosecuted for 
corruption. A number of them had 
completed their terms of office and on their 
last day in power they packed their bags 
and went to live in a distant country where 
they could not be prosecuted. Now this has 
changed. Peru’s former president Fujimori 
was the first former leader to be extradited 
from one Latin country to another when 
Chile sent him back to face trial in Peru and 
today he is in prison. The idea of immunity 
from prosecution by political office holders 
is more under attack than ever before. 

 
I have been involved for more than a 

decade with an organization called the 
Partnership for Transparency Fund, which has 
provided expert advice and small grants to many 
civil society organizations, including here in 

Argentina. We have learned from more the 
experience of over 220 projects that citizens in 
many of the poorest countries of the world that 
citizens can organize, can become constructive 
participants in strengthening transparency and 
government accountability and have the capacity 
to monitor public sector projects.  
 

Indeed, from the poorest villages of 
India, as we have seen through 15 PTF projects, 
to the mass public demonstrations against 
corrupt regimes in Kiev and Cairo, citizens are 
demonstrating a rising capacity to promote anti-
corruption change. And, I believe we are just at 
the start of what can most simply be called 
people power for honesty in government. 

 
Above all else, over the last 20 years, 

public awareness of corruption across the world 
has increased dramatically. From Afghanistan to 
South Africa it is the number one issue in 
elections today. A better-informed public is 
likely to be a more influential public.  

 
Civil Society Leadership 
 
 Transforming the landscape, shaking 
public complacency, and forcing corrupt 
officials and their partners to understand the new 
realities, demands leadership. Civil society 
leaders in many countries are displaying 
stunning leadership and making a difference. 

 
Despite threats and repression, civil 

society organizations are growing. Their success 
will be all the greater when each of you in this 
audience joins them and acts in the name of 
constructive citizenship to speed the tide of 
history – a tide towards transparency, 
accountability, integrity and justice for all.  

 
We need to see constructive partnerships 

between business and civil society, and with 
government participating as a real partner.  

 
Conclusion 
 
 The issue for business people today goes 
far beyond regulatory anti-corruption 
compliance. To check the boxes on the 
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compliance forms is no assurance that anything 
will change. 
 
 Integrity in business starts with the tone 
at the top of the enterprise. The example that 
leaders of business provide by their own 
activities can do more than anything else to 
build corporate values, to establish trust with 
business partners, at home and abroad.  
  

The business case for values of integrity 
and anti-corruption has never been stronger and 
it is set to get still stronger. The rising middle-
class will not sit still and see itself squeezed by 
old elites, or populist politicians driven only by 
their own greed and arrogance. 

 
You may think that my perspective is 

unrealistic and that my comments do not apply 
to Argentina.  I respond by suggesting that you 
take note of the march of recent history. Yes, 
there are many setbacks and yes in many parts of 
the world the scale of corruption is absolutely 
terrible. But, the negatives need to be seen 
clearly alongside positive developments. 

 
The revolutions that created the end of 

regimes in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt and Ukraine in 
recent years were all led by civil society 
organizers able to use social media and other 
tools to channel the anger of the public at large 
at the corruption in their governments.  
 
 The forces of anti-corruption, promoting 
transparency and accountability, and demanding 
justice, are unstoppable. The transformative 

changes in global finance and business, in media 
technology and civil society organization all 
come together to build a compelling case for 
constructive citizenship. 
              
             So, reflecting upon President Kennedy’s 
words, ask yourselves today, what you can do 
for your country. I suggest you can shake public 
complacency about corruption, operate with the 
greatest transparency and integrity in all of your 
work and raise your voices to say no to 
corruption. 
 

I hope you do agree. Thank you.  
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